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Decision No. __ 5_S_6_ ...... _lS ___ _ 

BEFORE TEE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STAIE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's ) 
O".m motion into the operations, ) 
rates and practices of GROCERY ) Case No. 6138 
SHIPPERS) INC • ~ 

'Frank Loughran, for Grocery Shippers, Inc., 
respondent. 

Edward G. Fraser 1 Jr,., for the Commission 
stiff. 

OPINION _ a.III ............... __ 

This proceed~ was instituted upon the Commission's own 

motion for the purpose of determining whether Groeery Shippers, Inc., 

a nonprofit corporation, has been, and is now, operating. as a freight: 

forwarder without a certificate of public convenience and necessity 

as required by Section 1010 0'£ the Public Utilities Code. 

r"Ublic hearings were held before Examiner Jacl~ E. Thompson 

at San Francisco on October l5 and 16, 1958. The matter was taken 

under submission January 19, 1959 upon the filing of concurrent 

briefs. 

Section 1010 of the Public Utilities Code provides that no 

freight forwarder shall after August 1, 1933 commence operations 

unless and until it first secures from the Commission a certificate 

of public convenience and necessity. 

Section 220 of the Public Utilities Code provides: 

Ii ••• 'Freight forwarder' means D:fJ.y corporation or 
person who for compensation undert&(cs ~1e collection 
and shipment of property of others, and as consignor 
or otherwise ships 0= arranges to ship the property 
via the line of any common carrier at the tariff 
rate,s of such carrier, or who reeeives such property 
as eonsignee thereof. 

"This ,'section shall not apply to any agricultural or 
horticultural cooperative organization operating 
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under and by virt.'L1e of the laws of this or any other 
state or the Dist~ict of Columbia or under federal 
statute in the performance of its duties for its 
members, or the agents) individual or corpora.te, of 
such organization in the performence of their duties 
as agents. 

• • •• • • • • : 

• • • • • • = • • 
• • • • • • . , • • tt. • • 

• • = • • • • . . -.. 
• • · . e • • • • • ... 

• • • • • • • .. • • 
• . - • • . • • .. .. 

• • • •• • .. - • • • • 
• • • .. • • 
• ; • • .. . 

The undersco~ed par~aph was added by Statutes 1951, 

Ch. 830 and will be referred to hereinafter as the 1951 Amendment. 

The following facts are und.i..c;puted, are supported by the 

evidence of record) and we find: 

l. That Grocery Ship?ers, Inc., is a non~rofit corporation 
which uno.ertakes ~hc collection and sl"l.ipment of property 
of its members, and as consignor ships the property via 
Qe lines of common carriers between points in Ca1ifomia 
at the tariff rates of such carriers for the purpose of 
securing truckload or other volume rates. 

2. That respondent does not hold. a certificate of public 
co~venience acd necessi~ from the Commission authorizing 
operations as a frcig:J.t forwarder. 

3. That respondent has never conducted. operations prior to 
December 2, 1955 which was the date its Articles of 
Zncorporation'were filed with the Secl:etary of State. 

4. l'hat following the collection of frei$h" and shipment 
via a common carrier, respondent invl)l.ces tl"l.e members 
for payment for services and receives p~ymcnt from such 
members for a share of the common carrier charges plus 
10 cents per 100 pounds. 

5. '!'hat after payment of necessary salaries and operating 
expenses respondent annually returns to the members all 
money in the cash ~count at the end of the year, less 
a sum e~'.lal to one oontb. f s estima.ted cX'!,enses. This 
retu.~ :l.S based on the ~Reight each member shippee. dur-
ing the t~ covered. . 
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Compensation 

Respondent did not contest, but did not concede that 11; 

collects and ships property of others for compensation. It receives 

payment :C-rom its members based upon services performed. Monies in 

excess of amounts required for operating expenses are refunded on the ~ 

same basis. 

Service for the Public or a Portion Thereof 
, . 

Paragraph 6 of the Articles of Incorporation provides that 

tbe authorized n\lXllber .:md qua.lific ations of members, the different 

classes of members, if aIly) the property, voting and other rights and . 

privileges of each class of membership) and 1:he liability of each and ' 

all classes to dues or asseszments and the method of collection 

thereof may be set fo::-th in the bylaws. 

the bylaws adopted on November 23, 1955 p=ovide thae the 

membership of the corporation shall consist of such persons, partner- '/ 

ships and corporations as are elected to membership by a two-thuds 

vote of tl"le board of directors which consists of three members. l'b.ey, 

fureher provic1e that the bylaws may be amended by "the written vote 

or. written assent of a llUlj ority of the regular members, which vote or 

assent sha.ll be evidencecl by endorsing the same upon a written pro

posal for amendment: By a vote of a majority of a quorum at the 

annual meeting or at a meeting duly noticed and ealled for the purpose 

of amending the By-Laws.'s 

On Februaxy 26, 1958, the board of directors adopted a 

resolution limiting its membership to 85. Grocery Shippers now has 

a membership of 79 persons, p.n-tnerships or corporations. Since 

December 2, 1955 when Che Articles of Incorporation were filed with 

the Secretary of State eight othcr~, who ha.ve since. resigned, were 

.admitted to m~oership. '!he following shows the ye:xrs in which tl1.e 

present members were admitted: 
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1955 (Decembe-r) 
1956 
1957 
1958 (7 Months) 

20 
2" oJ' 

23 
13 

As of October 15, 1958, the last member admitted to membership was 

, admitted July 31, 1958.
11 

On November 23, 1955, .an ::initial participation fee for ner...T: 

mcmbers~'; was set at $10. The fee was deferred by vote of the board 

of directors on January 18, 1956 and initiation fees or initial 

participation fees are no longer assessed new m~c:s. 

Candidates for membership are required to file an applica

tion. The lllS.l.'l.ager, who was the original sccretm:y of respondent and 

now holds the tit;le of assistant secretary, receives the application 

.:md cotcmUllicates with the board members by telcp'hone fo: the purpose 

of voting upon the admission of tl"le eandidate.
Y 

No candidate has (!Ner been refused membersl"li:p; no one has 

been expelle4, and no one has been asked to retire from membership 

even though a n\l!Xll)er of members no longer avail themselves of the 

consolidating services. Since the inception of the organiz~tion, 

eight members have ~signed. 

The general policy of the board of directors regarding 

qualifications of candidates for membership is: (1) that they have 

goods st:ored in De Puc vlarehouse; (2) that they sell to the groee::y 

traCe; (3) that they be ffnancially responsible so that there is 

little chance that charges will not be paid promptly, and (4) that 

they have a reasonable volume of me:chandise moving. 

Application forms were sent to persons requesting them, or 

were sent to possible candieates upon the request; of ~ member. '!hey 

were not s~t unless there w~ ~ request from same source. 

11 The Commission's order instituting this investigation was issued 
June 24, 1958 and was served upon respondent July 2, 1958. 

Z/ The byla'W's provide that the application shall be referred to the: 
board of directors and election shall be by t'wo-thirds vote of the 
board which may be taken by mail, telegraph or telephone. 
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The members of respondent are clomiciled in twenty states 

and inclucie several food brol,ers. A substantial number of the 

members are accounts of the food bX'o'kers. FoX' example, one of the 

oX'iginal directors, and possibly the person most instrumental tn the 

oX'ganization of the association, is Irwin Gibbs. At the time of the 

organization of respondent, Gibbs was a partner of Soule, Gibbs and 

Boyer, food brokeX's and manufacturers agents. Some of the brokerage ' 

accounts that Gibbs was instrumental in bringtng into the association 

are Ace Sales Corporation, Fiesea Fine Foocis, Ideal. trading CODl1;>any 

and Riverbrand Rice Mills. Soule, Gibbs and Boyer was one of the 

members that reSigned. Gibbs Brol~e%'age Co. was admitted to member

ship at the same time the former company resigned. 

The respondent claims to be ser'V'ing only members who have 

been selected because of specific qual:Lf1cations. The first of the 

qualifications is that the candidate store good.t; in De Pue Warehouse.' 

Actually, the 'record sb.ows that unless a person has the goods to be 

cousolic1a.ted stored in De Pue Warehouse, there 'Would be no point in 

him becoming s. member of the associ.3tion. Witness Gibbs testified: 

::!here would be no saving if you stored merchandise 
at anotr..er warehouse and. ~en had. to haul it out 
over to De Pue and pay an in-and-out charge mld 
eve:z:ything that goes with it. So it would be use
less unless you stored your merchandise at De Puc. 
'Xb.ere is no advantage of being in the pool." 

The assistant secretaxy, when asked about a member who was not a 

$torer of goods at De Puc Warehouse, testified: 

ItI think they made one shipment and fO'-'lnd it didn' t 
worlt •••• it dic1n' t result in savings and there has 
not been a subsequent shipment, but they have never 
canceled from membership.·r 

The above appears' 'to be a practical requirement for membership rather 

than a qualification. 

Another qualification stated is that the candidate sell to 

the grocery trade. The evidence shows that what is actually meant 
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is tM.t the candidate ship commodities of the type and ~actcr 

usually moving to groce~ houses. There is goo~ reason for this 

qualification. Tae cO:mllodities falling within the gener8.l. descrip

tion of zrcceries bear carload retes md carload ratings based upon 

miuitmlm c:.;zr1oad weights of 20,000 J.)ounds and 30,000 pounds. !he 

mixed shipment rule of clle common carriers provides that when two or 

more commodities 3X'e included in the same ehipmcnt and separ.:J.tc 

weights thereof are fumished or obtained, cha:ges will be computed 

at the separate rates ~pplicable to such co~odities in straight 

shipments of the combined weight of the mixed shipment. !he minilmml 

weight shall be the hi~est p:ovided for any of the rates used in 

comput~~ the cbarges.- It is obvious that the incluston of small 

lots of commodities subject to minimum weights of 40,000 pounds would, 

in most instances, be detrimental to the members shipping groceries 

rather than beneficial. 

!he third qualification is that the ccndidz.te be f1.n:mcially 

responsible. Common carriers require customers to pay f:eight charges 

in a.dvance, except where the shipper is financially responsible and 

bas a good credit reputation. 'Ihe natur~ of the operation of respo:1d

ent prevents it from collecting iCs charges in advance. 

There is no evidence con~l~~~ely showing that respondent 

has solicited new members. !here is a listing in the. S~tember 1957 

edition of the San Francisco Telephone Directory of Grocery Shippe::>, 

I~., in the yellow classified secticn un~r the caption "Freight 

Fon:ardi:lg". Respondent's manager testified tb.a.t the listing was 

made by :be telep'b.one comp::!nY without his knowledge, d.irection or 

acquiescence. E~"ibit No. 22 is a copy of a letter £rom 1:b.e manager 

to The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company sta,=ing that it hsd 

made a mistake :in m31d ... ~ that listing a:td direeti:J.g it~ in the future, 

to include Grocery Shippers, Inc., only in the alphabetical listing: 

3/ Item 90, Minimum R.ate Ta.:riff No.2. -
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.and not in any classified listing, whatsoever. Exhibit 1'10. 14 is a 

circular entitled "Information Concerning Grocery Shippers, Inc. t, It 

sets forth the scope and nature of respondent' s opera.tions and its 

organization. There is no evidence showing that the circular was 

distributed other than to members. 'V]e find that respondent does not 

hold itself out to nor does it serve the public or any portion ~eof 

within the me411ing and intent of the Public Utilities Code. 

Are Services Performed Only for Members? 

In December 1956, checks to~aling $108.57 were issued by re

spondent to twelve fil:ms which were not members of the· association. 

The respondent's records show that these remittances were part of the 

split of excess monies in the revolving fund at the close of the 1956 

fiscal period. The checks were not mailed to the payees, but to four 

food brokers who are members of respondent. The respondent's records 

show that the :eftmds were part of the balance of the revolving fund to 

be refunded on the weight of shipments tendered by the brokers. !he 
! 

chec!(s ~'ere made pa.yable to the brol(ers' principals directly at the 

specific reques't of the several brokers. It is contended by the st;:t£f 

that the service was pe:formed for nonmembers and as a result thereof,. 

the association, or the members made a profit. S.!In Die~o Sh:lppers Assn, 

Cal PUC Decision 57~SO (Sept. 23, 1958)' in Case No. 60G3, was cited. 

The facts l'lere are different n-om those in the case cited. There, non

members tendered Shipments to the association and paid the freight 

chages, none of which were refunded. Here, members tendered freight to 

the association, paid the charges assessed, and re!-und was made to non

members at the members' requests. A creditor may ma!te an assignment 0'£ 

his clal::l against a debtor. At most, the facts could be construed as a 

bypassing by individual members of formal membership requirements on 

behalf of nonmembers. There is no indication that the management of tb.e 

association was culpable in a:o.y regarcl. We find that respondent p~

forms services only for its members. 

Are Operations Conducted on a Nonprofit Basis? 

/ The fact that respondent is organized as a nonprofit eorpora-

tion is not conclusive that it is operating on a nonprofit basis. !n 
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a b=o~d sense, it may be said that the mancger, two cle~ical 

employees, De Pue Warehouse and the members of the association all 

profit in one way or another from the operations. The record leaves. 

no doubt that the respondent is doxninated -and controlled by members 

having places of business in San Francisco and that' whatever benefits 

are derived by the manager in the form of fees, by the cle'J:ical 

employees in the form of wages, a:nd by De Pue v1arehouse in the f02:m 

of additional warehouse business are at the pleasure of the board of 

directors. In the circumstances the benefits mentioned above are n01: 

profits in the context of the tcm Hnonprofit" as used in Section 220. 

To determine whether operations are conducted on a non

profit basis we must examine respondent's fiscal practic:es. 'I'be 

association incurs a number of expenses in its operations, including', 

transportation freight charges from common carriers, rent, wages to 

clerical employees, fee to the traffic consultant who supervises and 

manages the operation, franchise tax, office equipment and supplies. 

The transportation charges assessed by the common e~iers are at 

their tariff rates and shipments are usually rated as single mixed 

shipments with split deliveries. 

Respondent has a schedule of rates which it assesses i1:5 

members. The rate is composed of three factors and is detexm1ned by 

applying the appropriate class rate as set forth in lllIinilxn.1m Rate 

Tariff No. 2 for the minimum weight bracket applicable to the actual 

weight 'of the composite pool, adding thereto an incremental rate for 

split delivery based upon the weigb:t of the indiyidual component ship

ment and ten cents per one hundred pounds. The first two factors are 

aesigned to cover the charges assessed by the common carrier and the 

ten cents per one hundred pounds is calculated to cover the other 

costs of operating Grocc-ry Shippers, Inc. 

!he eotal charges collected from the members for an 

individual pool seldom equal the freight charges of the common carrier 

plus 10 cents per 100 pounds for several reasons. The common. eaxriex 
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tariffs provide that when lower charges result from the application 

of lower rates at higher min~ we~~ts such lower rates are appli

cable. In other 'Words) in instances where the tota.l weight tendered 

is 29) 000 pounds it is probable that the common carriers r cha:ges 

based upon .30,000 pounds at the, ca:load rate for that weight would be 

lower than the charges on 29,000 pounds at the rate for 29,000 pounds. 

The respondent, in order to avoid the complexities of dividing 1,000 

po'l.mcls of phantom. weight among the participants in the pool, assesses 

the highe~ rate at the actual weight so that in such instances the 

respondent r s charges on a pool woulci. exceed the carriers' freight 

charges 1,lus 10 cents per one huncl.re,d pounds. Another reason is that 

the total charges assessed any memoer on a particular lot of freight 

may not e~ceed the charges that the member might have incurred by 

shipPlnz other than via. respondent. A third reason is that while the 

carriers r charges for split c1elivc.ies are in the form of specific 

charges for various specific weight brackets, respondent's charges 

for split deliveries are in the form of rates in cents per one hunclred 

pouncls. 

The charges assessed the members are placed in a Hrevolving 

fund" which is provided for in the .. ~ticles of Incorporation. 

Actually) this t:revolving i:-und" is the treasury or sole !:-wd of the 

corpo~ation in that all receipts go tnto the fund and all disburse

ments are made from it. At the end of each year, after allowances 

~1ave been macle for accounts payable and a. contingency of one month's 

expenses, ehe ':-unds in the revolving fund are divided among the 

members, prorated. according eo the total weight shipped by each memOe".c 

during the year. 

The Commission's staff ta1:"..es the following position. '!he 

goods shipped by respondent do not t.a:!."e the same :eating, some arc 

fil:st: class while others. MV~ 1.0VI'D1C T-a.tin.e,~" '7A>t el~ 1:(Io~m(l or 
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reimbursement of excess earnings is based on a uniform rate in cents 

per one b.\mdrcd pounc:ls of the weight shipped rega:=dless of classifi

cation. The.cforc, thosc members shipping commodities ra.ted as first 

class sa.ve more money per each one hundred pounds sent than members 

shipping goods having lower ratings. It is contendea that some 

receive a much greater saving than others and if some receive more 

benefit than othe~s, the element, of excess gain indicates that some 

members have a greater financial interest tl'lan the. remainder. This, 

it is said, is repellent to the theory of a nonprofit operation, as an 

associa:ion cannot truly be nonprofit unless the gain to each member 

is equal. 

After caxeful consideration of the argument presented by the: 

staff, we conclude that the gain o. savings of tbc members are not 

always equal, 'Out, because they are not identical, does not mean that 

there is a p:ofit. TI"l.e fact is tl"l.,a,t if each component part of the 

pool were shipped separately via the common carrier, there would be 

as many rates assessed as there are classes of freight in the pool and 

minimum weight brackets covered by the weights of the component parts. 

It would be extremely difficult to apportion the savings from pool1nZ ': 

equally and yet equitably.. First of all, it would have· to be, deter

mined whether the Itequal savings:: should be in dollars or in terms of : 

dollars per one hundred pounds. Certainly) fairness would indicate 

that it should be. the latter. rae only manner in which the savings 

in terms of cents per one hundred pounds could be diseributecl equally 

would be to total the charges that would be applicaole to the 

individual shipments if shipped separately, subtract the charges 

assessed on the composite shipment from that total, divide the 

remaincler by the total weight to a:rrive at .a total savings per one 

hundred pounds, then multiply the factor so ci.eterminec':. by the weight 

of the indivieual shipments and subtract the results so obtained from 

the freight charges that would be applicable to the individual com

ponents shipped separately. '!his would produce 4 pro 'ra.e.a. share ~f 
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the £rei3l"lt charges to be borne by each component. After all of this 

has been done, one wonders whether the result would be equitable in 

that all cOtmlloditics do not tal,e the same carload we.ight$. Where 

several st'l.ippers have pooled freight rated as fifth class, minim:um. 

carload weight 30,000 pounds, sufficient to produce. a composite weight 

of 30,000 pounds, a contributiOt?- of l,OQO pounds of fifth class 

freight, miniImlm weight 36,000 pounds., will not help the pool, but, in; 

fact, if combined with the other freight would result in higher 

freight chaxgcs for the other members. Also, where components are 

small shipments, the chaxge applicable under the common carrier 

tariffs may be in the form of a minimum charge. This circumstance 

presents a problem in dividing the. savings equally and yet equitably. 

!he line-haul charges of the common carrier are based upon 

the classification ratings of the articles shipped. !he respondent 

assesses its members for this portion of the cost at the ratings of 

the articles in each component part in like marmer. Included in the 

common carrier charges are split delivery charges which are based 

upon the weigl'l.ts of tbe component parts regardless of classification 

rating. 'While the cha:rges assessed 'by the respondent for the split 

delivery cost ue in the form. of rates, those rates are based upon 

the weights of the component parts and do not give effect to classi

fication rating. With the few exceptions noted above, and except for, 

the 10 cent rate, the charges assessed by respondent are close to the 

actual charge.s assessed by the COJ:rttrlOn carrier. !he exceptions are 

made neeess<U'Y by the very nature of the pooling of freight and 

sharing of cost together with the foxm of transportation rates 

assesseci. by c01lllllOn carriers. It is notable that no one lalOWs in 

advance of the consolidation of freight into a pool what the cost of ; 

a particular component will be; it depends. upon the amount of tonnagc~ 

and them.ake-up of the pool as a whole. It is probable. that there will 
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be a vuia.tion in the charges assess.ed on the same kind and quantity 

of freight with each pool. It is possible, because split delivery 

rules provide that the rate assessed shall be applicable to the 

furthest point on the split c1elivery route" that the share of the 

t1:ans.portation charges of a component part together with the 10 cents 

per one hundred pounds will exceed the regular common carrier rate. 

Obviously, a group of shippers who decide to pool fre,ight, not knowing, 
I 

what each will contribute, would de,sire to set up some provision which: 

would prevent theil: paying more tha::>. would be assessed if the f~e1gb.t 

had not been pooled. 

We. come now to the ten cent rate which is added to the 

3hare of the COXlllllOll carriers' cb.ar3es. As state.Cl above, there are 

overhead expenses in the maintenance of the corporation that m1.1St be 

paid. In a nonprofit corporation, the members share its expenses of 

operation. It may be done by assessment of clues, assessment of 

charges oasecl upon use of facilities or services or in' any manner 

suitable to the membership. li~c. the costs are shared based upon the 

amount of freight in pounds tenderecl for transportation by the member. 

Ass\lming for the moment that at the end of each yefJ%, eacl"l. member were 

assessec1 an amount based upon the aggregate weight of the sh:Lpments 

in order to offset the cost of maintaining the corporation, ancl during 

the year each m~er paid its sl~e of the f:eight charges of the 

pools in waich it participated directly to the common carrier, the 

association would have no income .i1nd the corporation, as such, could 

have no profit. The expenses incurred by the corporation, however, 

cannot be de£ened until the end of the year. The operation of the 

association requires worl'ing capital. 111is is obtained by the ten cent 

rate adde.cl to the share of the common c:arriers I charges. The amount 

collected in excess of the expenses actually i.n~ed ..u:. 'r~~~ on. 

the s.rame ba..~:ts as the f\1l').d was col~ted .. 
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U'I)()U consideration of all of the facts we find that 
'" 

respondent is consolidating freight on a nonprofit basis as that term 

is used in Section 220. 

'Findings and C,9nclusions 

Dased upon the evidence, we find as a fact that respondent 

Grocery Shippers, Inc., is not now nor has it been operating as a. 

freight. forwarder within the meaning :md intent of Sec'~1on 220 of the 

Public Utilities Code or a:ny other provision of law. We further find 

that respondent has brought itself clearly within the provisions of 

the 1951 smendment to Section 220 of sm.d Code. If .respondent m:xy be 

said not to have brought itself within the exemption cont.o.incd 1n the 

1951 amendment, we are a.t a loss to know how such exemption may be 

availed of. I-laving found that respondent is not a freight forwarder 

within the meaning of Section 220 of the Public Utilities Code, it 

follows that respondent does not require a certifica.te of public 

convenience and necessity as required by Section 1010 of that Code. 

While it is true that any claimed exemption from the reach 

of a comprehensive regulatory statute must be strictly construed, it 

is also erue that such exemption must 'be given effect if the plain 

language of the statute prescribes such exemption, even though the 

exemption tends to defeat the overall purpose of the statute. It is 

the province of the Legislature so to legislate, and it is the duty 

of the regulatory body to give effect to such legisla~ion. 

Doubtless, exemptions UUllte administration of a regulatory 

statute more difficult, but that is no concern of the regulatory body .. 

Exemption from a regulatory statute should not be nullified. 'by strained 

construction or :impermissible interpretation, it matters not how 

laudable the end sought T:IJ.I!t'f be. Unlawful means c:mnot result in a 

lawful end. 
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While not conceding that, absent the 1951 amendment to 

Section 220, respoodent would be a freight fo:rwarde= subj ect to the 

jurisdiction of this Commission, should such be the eaee the fact is 

that the 1951 axnendment exempts such a. freight forwarder from regula

tion. 

A regulatory body must ever l(eep in mind that regulatory 

authority granted, always, may be tal,en, away by exemption from or 

repea.l of the regulatory statute. 

ORDER 
-.,,-.. .... ---

Based upon the foregoing findings and conclusions, IT IS 

OPJ>ERED that the above-entitled investigation be and the same is 

hereby discontinued. 

The effective date of this order shall be twenty days after 

t:hc date hereof. /J rt' _ 'I:L. 
DAted at ;'~4~..J'-"---<> ,Califoxnia, this ~ f' -

clay of ~ , 1959. 
~' 



BEFORE !BE PUBLIC U'I'ILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ' 

Investigation on the Commissionrs ) 
own motion into the operations, ) Case No. 6138 
rates~ and practices of GROCERY ) 
SF~PPERS, INC., a corporation. ) 

I DISSENTING OPINION 

I dissent from the Commission opinion ;t.n .. the above

captioned case. 

Primarily, it is to be clearly understood' that the power 

of the Legislature to exempt certain groups or individuals from 

regulation, providing that the classification of each is reasonable 

and not arbitrary, is clearly recognized. We are concerned here, 

not with the power of the Legislature, but only with the l~slative 

intent. 

Section 220 of the Public Utilities Code is encompassed 

within Division 1, Part 1, Chapter 1, of the said ~de. Chapter 1 

sets forth the definition of various entities. Section 220 of said 

Code defines a freight forwarder in the first paragraph thereof. 

The second and third paragraphs thereof specifically state that t~e 

Section (that is, the definition set out in the first paragraph) 

shall not apply to certain groups or individuals specifically desig~ 

'03eed. There is no definit~Lon, however" given to the excepted 

individuals or g.roups mentioned in the second and third paragraphs 

of said section. The Section is limited, as indicated, to the 

definition of a freight forwarder. The purpose of the exemption is 

clear. It is to exclude from the definition those mentioned in . 
paragraphs 2'and 3. The question then necessarily arises as to 
whether or not the Legislature intended to exclude those entities 

mentioned in said second and third paragraphs of said Section, inelud

ing, of course, a ~ ~ non-profit shipper association, from 

.. 
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any regulation whatsoever. If it were not for the second paragraph 

of said Section 220, I would be inclined to support the staff's 

contention that the third paragraph of said Section is merely a 

clarification of ~he first paragraph thereof. However, the nature 

and general character of an agricultural or horticultural cooperative 

organization operated under and by virtue of the laws of this state, 

or of any other state, has been clearly established and, therefore, 

the exclusion of such organizations from the definition of a freight 

forwarder) obviously, was not for the purpose of, clarifying the 

definition of such freight forwarder set forth in the first paragraph 

of Section 220, but must be deemed to be an absolute exclusion. By 

3 parity of reasoning, since the same exclusionary language, to wit, 

"this section shall not apply toU in the third paragraph of said 

Section, is preeisly the same as that which applies to the exclusion 

of any agricultural or horticultural cooperative organization, the 

necessary conclusion follows that the same legislative intent which 

applied to the second paragraph of said Section must apply with equal 

force to the third paragraph of said Section, since the same exclu

sionary language is used. In the circumstances, therefore, it appears 

that the Legislature intended to exclude, among others, from the 

operation of said Section 220 as set forth in the third paragraph 

thereof, a ~ ~ non-profit association. It appears, therefore~ 

that corrective legislation should be enacted so as clearly t~ 

separate the activities of a non-profit shippers' association from 

those of a freight forwarder as defined in the first paragraph of 

Section 220. Such legislation should, at least, set forth a defini ... 

tion of precisely what is a non-profit shippers' association. This 

conclusion is reached in view of the high plane which the Leg1s1atu:c 

has given to the status of a freight forwarder, to wit: that it is 

s eommon carrier, that a certificate of public convenience and neces

sity is required by it, and that it must file tariffs. All of these 

-2 ... 
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re~lisites were deemed apparently essential in the public interest. 

It. does not seem probable that the Legislature intended that a non

profit shippers' association, without any definition being given 

thereto, and carrying on operations strikingly similar ~o those of 

a freight forwarder, should be beyond the reach of any regulation, 

supervision, interference, let or hindrance of any kind whatsoever! 

Raving provided such stringent requirements before a freight forwarder 

may commence operations, it seems reasonable that the Legislature, 

if the matter were called to its attention, would precribe some 

reasonable lines of separation beeween the operations of such a non

profit association and a freight forwarder so that the line of 

demarcation beeween the two ".40uld be reasonably visible. 

In the circumstances as are presented by the instant ease, 

I must concur with the majority opinion in respect to the construction 

placed upon Section 220 of the Public Utilities Code. My dissent, 

however, is predicated upon the record as I view it in this case, 

thae the respondent, Grocery Shippers, Inc., is not a bona fide non

profit shippers' association. 

An examination of the record in the instant ease indicates 

to me that the respondent is a mere shell and not a bona fide shippers' 

association as contemplated by the provisions of the third paragraph 

of Section 220 of the Public Utilities Code. 

The Areicles of Incorporation an~ the Bylaws of respondent 

are perfunctory. !he Articles contain the barest conventional legal 

requirements of any non-profit association, such as a club. fraternal 

organization, or o1:her similar non-profit association. The same 

observation may be made in respect to the Bylaws. There is nO" 

specific requirement in the Articles nor in the Bylaws for the quali

fication of members, nor of the proprietary interest of the members. 

There is nothing in the 'Bylaws nor in the Articles ~ providing that . 

the members shall store their goods at ehe DePue Warehouse. Although 

-3-
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the P~ticle$ of Incorporation provide that each member shall be 

entitled to one vote, yet even the conventional voting by proxy has 

been eliminated, in that the representative of s member, whether 

individual, partnership or corporation, shall be sufficient evidence 

in and of itself of authority of such representative to cast the vote 

of the member. !his is tanta-mount to permitting non-members to vote 

for members, and certainly is not in consonance with the legally 

aecepted practices of membership voting in a bona fide non-profit 

association. There is no provision in the Articles nor in the Bylaws 

requiring that a member mus~ be engaged in the grocery trade or ship

ping grocery articles in order to become ~ualified for membership. 

This is a qualification which has been set up by the three-member 

Board of Directors. MOreover, there is no ltmitBtion of either the 

Articles or the Bylaws of respondent limiting its membership either 

as to place of residence or buSiness, or as to number. In this con

nection, the records show that the membership have their respective 

. places of' business over three thousand miles apart. 'While the Bylaws 

do give the power to the Board to determine the qualification of 

members:. they do not give the power to limit the 'tNIIlber of members. 

The membership is apparently open to the world! This non

restrictiveness as to membership cer'Cainly indicates a holding out 

to all who may be interested. 

Moreover, the Board of Directors meet, as it were, through 

telephonic communcations! and discuss and appraise the qualifications 

of an applicant for membership and vote upon the same. 'What Minute 

Record is kept of such telephonic meetings has escaped the record 

in this ease. 

The respondent passes on what it specifically states to be 

its l1profits,;t in some instances, to non-members. It has admi~tedly 

made remittances payable to non-members for members· share of the 
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:tprofits:t of respondent. This has been accomplished by sending the 

remittances to members, payable to non-members. Then respondent has 

sought, by obviously specious rationale, to treat this situation as 3 

debtor-and-creditor relation between the non-member and the member, 

although there was no assignment of the share of the profits of the 

member to the non-member. The obvious flaw in such reasoning~ 1f it 

may be called such, is tEat no assignment was established in the 

record in this matter. The legal situation was asserted, .and the 

conclusion postulated without evidence to support the· assertion. !he· 

bald fact is that the remittance checks were made out to non~embers 

and not mailed to the payees, but mailed to four food brokers, members 

of respondent. '!hese members, it is claimed, apparently sent the 

remittance checks to the non-members. If the rationale of the 

respondent should be accepted, then the question arises as to why the 

remittance checks were actually sent to the members although payable . 

to non-members. In my opinion, this indicates participation in the 

profits of respondent association by non-members. 

Furthermore, the members of respondent store their eommodi-: 

ties in the DePue Warehouse in San Francisco. 'When shipments of the : 

members r commodities are to be made, the respondent pools them and 

ships them. in order to take advantage of carload rates. When the 

freight pool is made up, the record clearly indicates that it includes 
I 

commodities of first class combined with commodities of the various 

other accepted classifications of freight. Thus, when the freight 

is pooled and shipped by respondent as a mixed shipment carload lot,. 

there are various classes of freight in the pool, some of which have: 

a first-class rating and some of which have a lower-class rating. 

When and as /'profitsU develop from the pooling of the freight of the 

members thrcugh the utilization' of carload. lot shipments, then the 

savings resulting therefrom are distributed to the different shipper 

members on the basis of the total tonnage shipped for a given period 

-5-
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by each membe: in the ratio that the individual member~s tonnage bear~ 
I 

to the over-all total tonnage shipped by respondent for such period. , 

In short, the "profit" fund is disbursed on a pro rata b:lsis measured 

by the total weight of the commodities shipped. It is to be espe

cially noted that this pro rata distribution is not based upon the 

plrticular shipments of each member, but only on the total ... .I7eight of 

theshipments of each member, irrespective of the class rating into 

. which the whole or part of a shipment may fall. In other words,. all 

class ratings of individual items are ignored and the items. are 

lumped together and treated solely on a weight or tonnage basis. 'Thus, 

in the division of the U prof1ts, rI the shipper of a cOtmnOdity having 

a first-class rating enjoys a greater benefit than one who ships 

commodities having a fourth-class rating, and this would be true where 

one member has a greater number of first-class shipments than another, 

and where the pool has an equal if not greater tonnage of lower-class: 

ratings than first-class ratings. This being so, the member shipper 

of the first-class ratings receives a greater share of the "profit" 

then h~ otherwise would enjoy if each particular shipment were rated 

according to its class. !he division of the fund ariSing from the 
; 

savings achieved by the pooling of all freightl' irrespective of class, 
I , 

in order to obtain the carload rate should be determined and'dis'bursEld 

on the precise class rating of each shipment so that a shipper member 

then. would receive only the exact saving resulting from the pooling 

and shipment thereof through respondent. 

!he maj ority opinion attempts by a process of ratioeinatior.t 

to justify the practices of respondent predicated upon certain 

practical considerations. While I am fully in sympathy with the 

practical considerations posed by the majority opinion, yet we are 

here dealing with a legal Situation, and the activities of respondent 

must conform to certain legal prinCiples, and practical considerations 

should have no influence in deviating from such principles. MOreove~, 
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the very essence of a non-profit association is ,:hat the members do 

not enjoy any profits therefrom. In my opinion~ the method used by 

respondent in dividing the profits or alleged fund is a distribution 

of profits to the members who have first-class shipments ~ and there

fore such members receive more than they would if the respondent were 

operated strictly as a non-profit association. In the eircumstances~ 

it cannot be said that the respondent is a non-profit assoeiation. 

I have used the term :'profit" with respect to the distribu-' 

tion of the alleged surplus fund of respondent throughout this opinion 

advisedly, since respondent, by its own specific admission, has 

utilized this term. On the fourth page of Exhibit:t admitted in ~C?' 
evidence in this case, which Exhibit shows the distribution of the 

fand, the column of figures showing the pro rata distribution is 

beaded "Pro Rats Profit/' then follows percentage of total tonnage. 

This caption, to wit, if Fro Rata Profit," utilized by respondent, is 

clear and incontrovertible. It indicates, beyond peradventure of 

doubt, the precise nature of the distribution of the so-called fund. 

In my opinion, the analysis of the entire set-up of respond

ent leads to the inescapable conclusion that respondent is not a true 

and legal non-profit association, but is B mere shell. 

The net result of the decision of the majority is to afford . 

an open invitation to every warehouseman in the State of California 

to set up, direeely or indirectly, a so-called non-profit shipper 

association of the same character, tenor and effect as respondent, 

Blld thus have such group entirely exempt from 3ny control or regula

tion whatsoever by this Commission. If this conclusion be so_ and 

in my opinion it follows inevit-'lbly from the majority deciSion, then' 

we will have the anomalous situation of a dub.ious non-profit shippers'· 

association competing with 8 freight forwarder without any of the 
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regulations of this Commission imposed upon a freight forwa~der. Such 

a result does not appear to be in the public interest. 
Sa.n~'r~ Dated at ~ ________ , california) this 

clay of --t.~ ..... -;J"""'"1~.y~--, 1959. 

"."" ......... ,"-

/ 

Mat thc\'" :r. DoolO?: 
MA't'.fl'iEW J. DOOLEY;) Commissioner 

I eoncur in the foregoing 
dissenting opinion. 

c. Lyon ~ox 
~. LYt'l FOX;) Commissioner 


